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Welcome to our best 
performing, most 
foodsafe cabinet yet

https://www.fosterrefrigerator.com/en-gb/why-foster/interest-free-credit
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EcoPro G3 cabinets
The next generation of professional refrigeration is here

Designed using ‘CFD’ modelling: a cutting edge 
technology used in Formula 1 and aerospace 
industries to track movement of air, ensures food 
stays fresher for longer.

The redesigned                           condenser means 
little maintenance and incredible efficiencies 
across the entire range.

Huge market-leading capacity, with four 
shelves as standard on single door cabinets, 
maximising usable space. 

The controller display uses pure LEDs incorporating InGaN 
technology, meaning it achieves higher resolution, lasts 
longer, all while using less power.

With G3, you get the best of both worlds: high performance coupled 
with low energy consumption, from the Refrigeration Experts.

The third generation of EcoPro, the G3 cabinets are loaded with 
reliability, energy-saving, food safety and hygiene features.

G3 Cabinets

304 is the gold standard in performance 
stainless steel with Foster’s unique polishing 
system meaning that the heaviest touchpoints 
in a kitchen are covered.

Delivered with lockable castors fitted as 
standard, giving you full mobility for easy access 
around the unit. Once in position, you can be 
sure it will stay there.

Storage  
Refrigeration

Foster Shield means you can rest assured, 
that from advanced temperature control to 
hygienic design, you’re protected from the 
dangers of unsafe food storage.

A GRADE EP700H 
MODEL

https://www.fosterrefrigerator.com/en-gb/why-foster/interest-free-credit
https://www.fosterrefrigerator.com/en/range-guide/ecopro-g3
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With the G3 Short, cabinets can fit through 
standard doorways without tilting, making them 
suitable for low ceiling applications.

Versatile

Full length ladder racks offer increased weight 
loading for shelves. Racking system and door 
gaskets are removable for ease of cleaning. 

Durable

G3 Cabinets

Operates efficiently in ambients up to 43ºC (exceeds 
ISO Climate Class 5), meaning G3 is proven to work 
in the hottest of kitchen environments.

Perfect for hot kitchens 

Through the simple addition of a gateway, you’re 
connectivity-ready, providing a HACCP temperature 
data solution, energy consumption information, 
and the facility for equipment management.

Future-proofed

Packed full of innovation for the most demanding kitchens

Foster Shield ensures that you are protected from the dangers of 
unsafe food storage. With a refrigeration system re-engineered 
using CFD technology for astounding temperature control, and 
an improved design making the G3 our easiest refrigerator to 
clean, this is our most foodsafe product yet. 

The G3’s controller display uses pure LEDs, incorporating InGaN 
technology, which means it achieves higher resolution, lasts 
longer - all while using less power. 

The white characters are 33% larger, with sharper definition 
which can be viewed from a 180-degree angle, meaning chefs 
can see the temperature of their fridge at a glance from almost 
anywhere in the kitchen.

We’ve developed a brand-new version of our award-winning 
+stayclear condenser, which is now an integral part of the entire 
G3 cabinet and counter range.

This smart, low-maintenance component ensures that not only 
is your G3 saving energy on its first day in your kitchen, but it 
keeps up a high level of performance over time.

https://www.fosterrefrigerator.com/en-gb/why-foster/interest-free-credit
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The G3 cabinet range

Standard Double door

At a glance

G3 Cabinets

Glass door

Short

Half doors/Dual Temp

Fish

https://www.fosterrefrigerator.com/en-gb/why-foster/interest-free-credit


In addition to what’s already been covered,  
the G3 specification offers you so much more than meets the eye...

700 700 SHORT700 HALF DOOR 1440

Dimensions (w x d x h) mm 700 x 855 x 2080 -

Gross volume (Litres) 600 -

Refrigerator (+1˚C/+4˚C) EP700H A

Freezer (-18˚C/-21˚C) EP700L B

Glass Door* EP700G B

No. of GN 2/1 shelves 4 -

Shelf size (mm) 530 x 650 -

700 x 855 x 2080 -

600 -

EP700H2 B

EP700L2 C

- -

4 -

530 x 650 -

700 x 855 x 1955 -

600 -

EP700SH A

EP700SL B

- -

4 -

530 x 650 -

1440 x 855 x 2080 -

1350 -

EP1440H B

EP1440L D

EP1440G B

8 -

530 x 650 -

Specifications

G3 Cabinets

Configurations

Energy grade**

Performance, Reliability and Quality

• Reinforced 5mm stainless hinges at the top and bottom of the 
door for added durability and to eliminate the risk of door sag (tested 
to 250,000 openings, equivalent to ten years’ usage).

• Cutting edge technology fibre optic laser used in manufacturing 
provides more precise joins for enhanced product quality, 
performance and hygiene.

• The top fascia panel featuring ‘Airlines’ ventilation system 
keeps the refrigeration system cool and efficient.

• The anti tilt heavy duty racking system, with each shelf capable of 
holding 40kg, is fully secured into the rear air duct. When extra 
strength shelves are needed, we offer the option of extra heavy 
duty shelving capable of holding 60kg.

•  Self-closing doors help to maintain consistent 
storage temperature.

Energy Efficiency and Sustainability

• Low carbon footprint - ‘natural’ Hydrocarbon refrigerant, 
low energy consumption, through to product longevity and 
recyclability means the EcoPro G3 will help your business reduce 
its carbon footprint.

•  High-performance Cylopentane foam which is more thermally 
efficient, maintains its insulation performance longer than 
traditionally used foams.

Value

• Market leading capacity - get ‘more fridge for your money’: 
up to 54 litres of additional space compared to the storage 
capacity of an average competitor – that’s the equivalent of 
198 x 250g packs of butter!

Hygiene & Safety

•  Ergonomic one piece door handle design for ease of opening 
and cleaning.

•  Hygienic and contactless magnetic fan cut-out door switch with 
no moving parts.

* Glass door ambient H temp 32˚C, NB: Fish model requires a drain
** Based on standard specification. Full energy listings available at fosterrefrigerator.com.

Please note – non-standard product dimensions and temperatures can be found in the price book

Interest-free credit available over 24 months (UK only)
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Energy efficient hydrocarbon 
refrigerant, one of the greenest 

refrigerants on the market.

https://www.fosterrefrigerator.com/en-gb/information/price-list
https://www.fosterrefrigerator.com/en-gb/why-foster/interest-free-credit
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NB: Please specify all options required at the time of ordering

Stainless steel back for island siting

Anti tilt stainless steel trayslides

Helicoil mains lead

GN 2/1 nylon coated shelf GN2/1 stainless steel shelf

Featured options

220/60/1 electrical supply
Remote (less condensing unit)
150mm legs in lieu of castors
Left hand hinged door(s)
Extra heavy duty shelving
Marine option*
Bottle rack (140 bottle capacity)*
60x40cm Bakery rack (excludes trays)*

Also:

G3 Cabinets
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* only available on EP700 models

https://www.fosterrefrigerator.com/en-gb/why-foster/interest-free-credit

